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Abstract. This paper is part of a study focusing on the terminological and socio-organizational analysis of a corpus of 18 national and international standards, written in English, in the domains of business continuity activity management and risk management. The aim is to determine whether lobbying by certain countries seeking to impose their own national standards is a decisive element in standardization. First, we present the building of a new tool, called KONTRAST, designed to exploit the terminological variants in a non-stabilized terminological domain. Then we describe the workflow to build an RDF/SKOS/OWL base from an XML glossary and a use case to illustrate the ability of KONTRAST to detect influence networks.
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1 Research Context

This work is part of a scientific research project called “NOTSEG”¹ which stands for “Standardization and Global Security, Formulating the global security concept in standardization”. The main purpose of this project is to study the industrial standardization of security and risks, and in particular the field of business continuity (BC). One part of this study focuses on the analysis of a corpus of 18 national (see table 1) and international standards (see table 2), written in English, in the domains of BC and risk management. It is important to emphasize that in the field of standardization, none of the standardization bodies are empowered to impose a definition, a term or a concept². There is one international body, ISO, but its role is mainly to set up technical committees (TC) and working groups (WG) which are responsible for writing international standards. The corpus includes both international and national texts because we wish to determine the validity of the conclusion reached by the French standardization body,

¹ Call for projects ANR-CSOG 2009.
² Humpty Dumpty [15] does not exist in the field of standardization.
AFNOR, in a recent report [1], namely that a decisive element in standardization is lobbying by several countries seeking to impose their own national standards. AFNOR reached this conclusion on the basis of a socio-organizational analysis carried out without examining the texts of standards. Our selection of texts is based on a socio-pragmatic approach [2] adapted to the theme of controversy [3]. In a nutshell, the favored criteria for selecting the texts were the field of study and the stakeholders. We selected the standards in our corpus using the advice of experts of the field as well as our own observation of the proceedings of Technical Committees and Working Groups. The corpus is viewed as a "dynamic archive" which can be continuously revised as research proceeds. This approach differs from an inductive-deductive method based on referential linguistics [4] which builds a corpus around a macrotheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BS 25999-1:2006</td>
<td>Code of practice for business continuity management.</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS 25999-2:2007</td>
<td>Specification for business continuity management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFPA 1600 2010</td>
<td>Standard on Disaster/Emergency Management and Programs.</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS/NZS 5050:2010</td>
<td>Business continuity – Managing disruption-related risks</td>
<td>Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Technical Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO/FDIS 22301 2011</td>
<td>Societal security — Business continuity management systems — Requirements</td>
<td>TC 223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO/CD 22313 2011</td>
<td>Societal security — Guideline for incident preparedness and operational continuity management</td>
<td>TC 223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO/WD 22323 2011</td>
<td>Societal security Organizational resilience management systems - Requirements with guidance for use.</td>
<td>TC 223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO/DIS 22300 2011.</td>
<td>Societal security - Vocabulary</td>
<td>TC 223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO 31000:2009</td>
<td>Risk management – Vocabulary</td>
<td>TMB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this paper, we present the building of a new tool, called KONTRAST, which aims to exploit the terminological variants in a non-stabilized terminological domain. The BC domain was used as a training ground and results show the potential of this kind of tool. Moreover, KONTRAST relies on an ontologico-terminological resource designed with RDF, SKOS and OWL languages. Its architecture makes it possible to describe the different competing terminological systems (glossaries, terminological guides, etc.) of our corpus all together in order to study variants and dependency clues.

2 Related Work

Recent evolutions in standards (via the so-called ‘management standards’ of information security) are at the heart of our analysis. Like technical standards and quality standards, security management standards contribute to giving structure to practices and to the ways in which information is organized, evaluated and controlled in organizations. The processes of international industrial standardization apply not only to the artifacts of technical devices (in technical standards), but also, from the beginning of this century, to organizational methods and the evaluation process of these devices. This includes state regulations, especially in standards of management. As a result, domains such as “business continuity” and “resilience” now possess standards of “security management”.

Industrial standards are generally studied within management science and engineering, and we are not aware of studies in Natural Language Processing (NLP) that deal with them. However, many studies have been conducted in the field of terminology and knowledge engineering. In recent years, terminology, a “theorized practice” [5], has evolved rapidly, particularly to meet increasing manufacturing needs, giving rise to a symbiotic relationship between terminology and knowledge engineering [4]. The resulting approaches, which blend formal ontology and terminological resources, are highly varied and depend greatly on their context of operation. [19] proposed the OTR (Ontological and Terminological Resources) metamodel which has many unique features. The OTR metamodel was built in a multilingual perspective and emphasizes the context of use of the terms. Both terms and concepts are represented as OWL-DL classes. Lemon (Lexicon Model for Ontologies) [22] is “an RDF model for representing lexical information relative to ontologies”. Its focus is on bridging the gap between terminological and semantic resources by providing an interchange format. [7,8] proposed the generic model of ontoterminology, that is to say a terminology in which the notional system is a formal ontology. In this framework, a terminologist needs to work with users and experts in the field in order to build a consensual conceptualization of the field in question. This representation is first translated into an ontology, then the specialized terms provided by experts are associated with concepts.

For manufacturing companies working in several different geographical locations or with many subcontractors, such as those in the automotive or aviation sectors, the use of specialized vocabulary that is shared and controlled is mandatory. Lately, [6]
Built a prototype of a Business Rules Management System (BRMS) based on an OWL ontology in which concepts are expressed by using the SKOS language. Designed and produced for Audi in the context of the European project ONTORULE, BRMS relies on a “lexicalized ontology” which is mainly intended to formalize business rules written in natural language by experts from the respective skills. The main goal of this system is to upgrade and speed up the process of sharing information between business units which use different terms to name identical procedures.

In a field close to that of the NOTSEG topic, business continuity, [23] presented an ontology of financial risks. First, the study acknowledged the omnipresence of alphabetical glossaries and their failure in terms of practical utility, except for a referential use. The author therefore built an ontology based on a conceptual representation from existing technical references in the field. As an expert, he was able to choose a unique conceptualization that led to univocal concepts whose relations were checked and validated by other experts. The terminological component of this work comprises two “vocabulary lists” in alphabetical order. In the medical field, the increase in terminologies has become an issue, especially for the indexing process. One basic solution is to rely on UMLS\(^3\) but as [24] pointed out, this choice is somewhat naïve, and has practical consequences especially on the health of patients. In order to preserve the specific characteristics of different terminologies used in a medical information retrieval system, [24] proposed, for the end-user, a system with a multilingual and interdisciplinary “interface terminology”, combined with specialized terminologies which are generally monolingual.

Using a very similar approach, [21] proposed EHTOP (European Health Terminology/Ontology Portal), a unified access to thirty-two medical ontologies. EHTOP, which is accessible by end-users or software, combines different terminologies in a generic meta-model and then performs “semantic harmonizations”. Also in the medical field, [17] presented three operational approaches to explain how they build and use onto-terminological resources. These applications are built on the same cornerstone principles, which can be summarized in the formula “Terminology comes before reasoning”. In other words, the linguistic and documentary characteristics of medical language must be taken into account by encouraging knowledge expressed in natural language, even though calculability and automatic processing are reduced. In their paper, the authors pointed out the difficulty of developing bridges between terminological resources and existing ontologies, since differences in granularity and finalities make concept alignment problematic.

These examples show that knowledge management has been most successful in fields where the goal is to build a system which unifies different terminologies by “deleting” terminological variants. Our approach, on the contrary, aims to exploit terminological variants by storing them with some annotations and by building linguistic and socio-organizational relations between them.

3 Linguistic Hypothesis for a Contrastive Approach

As mentioned in the introduction, our project aims to detect the writing and editorial tracks left by an expert representing a country in which a standard S1 exists, and who contributed to the writing of an international standard S2. We postulate that the traces left in standard S2 by this expert reveal the nature and the range of his influence on the content of the standard. We further postulate that these tracks of influence can be detected by comparing the two texts S1 and S2, provided that the texts are written in the same language; this is the case for the corpus of standards which is written in English. To detect these tracks of influence, we make the following more specific assumptions:

Assumption A1: One way to impose a model, procedures or concepts in the target standard S2 is to use language expressions borrowed from the standard S1.

By language expressions, we refer to a sequence of tokens no longer than a typographic sentence. Two additional assumptions, A2 and A3, specify A1 and subcategorize the notion of language expressions.

Assumption A2: A way to impose a concept in the target standard S2 is to use the terminological unit (TU), either simple or complex (that is to say composed of several tokens), which is used in the standard S1.

We use the expression “terminological unit”, and not “term” or “word”, in order to indicate that from a linguistic point of view, processing is carried out on the lexical level of the specialized language. In other words, when an expert wants to impose the conceptualization and the cultural representation of the associated concept in an international standard, he uses the terminological unit used in the national standard.

Assumption A3: A way to impose a concept is to use both the same TU and similar defining utterances of this TU.

By similar defining utterances, we mean utterances that are identical from a syntactic point of view but that may exhibit some lexical variants. In fact, using the same TU is not sufficient to impose a concept. It is also necessary for the definition of this concept, which anchors the conceptual and cultural model of the expert in the standard, to correspond to the one the expert wants to impose.

These assumptions are the result of our observations of meetings of technical committees which are in charge of writing standards. Discussions and negotiations concerning the choice of a TU are sometimes heated and always lengthy. All the experts interviewed confirmed the strategic importance of TUs and their definitions because they express the notional system of experts and condition the implementation of standards.

---

4 Discussions and temporary versions of texts within technical standardization committees are confidential. Nevertheless, our participant observation was essential to understand and acquire knowledge about the topics discussed. They are the core of information we used to conduct interviews with experts.
Unlike many other domains where the identification of terminological units requires using natural language processing tools which look for candidate terms through specialized texts [16, 17], certain specificities of standards make it possible to skip this step. In fact, glossaries and terminologies are extremely frequent in the field of process standardization. Each standard supplies its own vocabulary used with the aim of "stipulation" [9]: every standard begins by a section called "Terms and Definitions" (T&D) which presents the terms employed in the text of the standard, generally in the form of an alphabetical glossary.

Two definitions of “Resilience”, which appear in two national standards and in two international ones are shown in Table 3. Two of the definitions vary only in the use of the determiner “the” and the other two vary in the use of the determiner and of “disruption” rather than “incident”. An automatic processing based on plagiarism detection algorithms can be used to identify this kind of similarity (see below section Workflow).

Table 3. Examples of variants in definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Terminological Unit</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASIS SPC1 (2007)</td>
<td>Resilience</td>
<td>The adaptive capacity of an organization in a complex and changing environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCI Good Practice (2007)</td>
<td>Resilience</td>
<td>The ability of an organization to resist being affected by an incident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO DIS 22300 (2001)</td>
<td>Resilience</td>
<td>adaptive capacity of an organization in a complex and changing environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO IEC 27031 (2011)</td>
<td>Resilience</td>
<td>ability of an organization to resist being affected by disruptions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, the “T&D” section of a standard quotes or reproduces the definitions of a preexisting standard. These networks of quotations, which are not always explicit, make up a complex system of borrowings and of references, both within each standard (internal network) and between standards in the corpus (external network). Moreover, a definition may contain some additional information.

control
means of managing risk, including policies, procedures, guidelines, practices or organizational structures, which can be of administrative, technical, management, or legal nature

NOTE Control is also used as a synonym for safeguard or countermeasure.

risk management
coordinated activities to direct and control an organization with regard to risk

NOTE Risk management typically includes risk assessment, risk treatment, risk acceptance and risk communication.


Fig. 1. Examples of additional information and borrowing
Two examples of definitions extracted from “T&D” sections are shown in figure 1. The first example shows that a definition can be completed with a note which introduces a relation of synonymy: “Control is also used as a synonym for..”; the second example shows a whole-part relation “Risk management typically includes ..” and a terminological borrowing with the indication of the source [ISO/IEC Guide 73:2002]. It should be pointed out that the semiotic system to signal a borrowing within a standard is not yet standardized.

Two examples of different definitions of the same terminological unit, “all-hazards”, extracted from a national standard (NFPA) and an international one (ISO) are shown in table 4.

### Table 4. Examples of different definitions for the same terminological unit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Terminological Unit</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISO DIS 22300</td>
<td>all-hazards</td>
<td>naturally occurring events, human induced events (both intentional and non-intentional) and technology caused events with potential impact on an organization community or society and the environment on which it depends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFPA 1600 (2010)</td>
<td>all-hazards</td>
<td>An approach for prevention, mitigation, preparedness, response, continuity, and recovery that addresses a full range of threats and hazards, including natural, human-caused, and technology-caused</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the first step of our research, terminological units and definitions were manually extracted. Work is in progress to develop tools based on extraction patterns in order to automatize this step, which will nevertheless always be checked by an expert. The result of this extraction is a structured glossary [10] associated with additional information which stores the tracks of borrowings and references of “T&D”. This information is processed to build relations in different “T&D” entities in KONTRAST (see below).

KONTRAST has been designed to represent different notional and terminological systems. Although our approach is based on the operational properties of ontologies in RDF/OWL, we do not use the terminological approach proposed in [18]. KONTRAST also differs from the OTR metamodel [19] which represents terms as classes rather than instances. This is why we chose not to use the terms “ontological and terminological resource” or “ontoterminology”. We prefer to use the term ontological contrastive glossary.

The synthetic glossary structured in XML [10] was manually constructed from the T&D sections of the corpus of 18 standards, and a DTD based on [13] was used to
validate the glossary. Because of the assumption explained above, namely that these T&D sections are the expression of the notional system used by the experts who wrote them down, KONTRAST has been built from the glossary which contains 633 definitions of terms. As the building of KONTRAST aims to represent as faithfully as possible the different conceptualizations expressed by definitions of terms, we did not attempt to choose between different variants of the terms, but rather sought to bind them. That is why we introduced more abstract representations, based on predefined classes of "Skos:Concept", "Skos:Collection", "Skos:ConceptScheme" and one new class "U_Concept", in order to group notions and terms together, and to identify each token term within the glossary with a unique identifier (URI). With regard to this URI, unlike AGROVOC [12] which uses alphanumerical URIs which are poorly readable by humans, we chose to build a concatenating device [12].

Moreover, for reasons explained in detail in [3], KONTRAST contains structured and linked data about the standards bodies, technical committees, working groups, presidents, secretaries, etc., involved in the writing process of standards. Briefly, one of the objectives is to help to comprehend the reasons for the terminological variants by taking the organizational level into account. These organizational data are linked to the terminological data using the URI device.

4 Workflow

The ontological contrastive glossary of KONTRAST was automatically populated from the XML glossary (cf. supra). XSLT templates were written to transform terms and relations into RDF/OWL triples. The integration was performed using similar procedures as in [21]. To ensure consistency, different references of the same entity within the glossary (for example the name of the standard) must have the same unique identifier (URI) in KONTRAST. In spite of the thoroughness of technical writers, some morphological variants occurred in the corpus; they were solved by regular expressions.

During this populating step, relations were automatically computed in order to bind terms which have identical, almost identical or similar definitions but which are not explicitly referenced as such. This proved necessary because in T&D sections, instead of referencing existing definitions, the definitions are frequently quoted in full; this induces certain variants, and as a result they are not identical from a graphical, morphological, and even sometimes from a syntactic, point of view. One reason is that national standard bodies do not have the same typographical and discursive conventions. In order to solve this issue, an algorithm, based on basic plagiarism detection techniques [20] and described in [12], computes the proximity between two definitions and chooses to link these definitions, depending on the computed value, with one of the following three relations : "skos:exactMatch", "skos:closeMatch", "skos:relatedMatch". All these data were then imported into Protégé4, consistency was checked with OWL tools, and ultimately validated by a linguist for the terminological part, and by an expert in the field for the socio-organizational part.

Presently, KONTRAST is an RDF/OWL base stored in a SPARQL EndPoint, describing 291 U-Concepts associated with 633 terms and definitions, 18 standards
with their Technical Committees, Working Groups, and several thousands of relations between them. In comparison, the terminological guide ISO 73:2009 which is considered as a reference in the field contains 51 terms and definitions. Furthermore, complex queries written in SPARQL can be carried out to search through the SPARQL EndPoint.

Figure 3 illustrates, for “Communication and consultation”, different relations between two occurrences of this term in standards, one which appears in ISO/IEC Guide 73:2009 and another one which appears in NF ISO 3100:2009. One [skos:exactMatch] relation links these two [skos:Concept], and each one is linked with several T&D. Socio-organizational data are not displayed on this figure.

Fig. 3. Examples of relations of two TU

5 Use Case

KONTRAST can model all the terminological data from the texts in the corpus together with the socio-organizational data. With around one thousand individuals (standards, terms, standard bodies), it is a powerful tool for analyzing the BC field.

One of the assumptions formulated by the NOTSEG project [3] is that the identification of quotations or borrowing of parts of definitions within the texts of standards can be used to track lobbying networks. Tracing these inheritances back to their source may make it possible to identify clusters of similar standards and thus to clarify the terminological choices which governed the writing of these standards. Exploring relations through KONTRAST is the means we have been using to track down these networks of influence. Let us give an example: an expert suspects the terminological influence of a national standard, NS, over an international one, IS. One way to confirm this suspicion is to search KONTRAST for a couple of terms (t1, t2)
with definitions related by: "skos:exactMatch" or "skos:closeMatch", t1 coming from
NS, t2 coming from IS under the condition that the publication year of NS is earlier
than that of IS. It is very straightforward to write this query in SPARQL language
[12]. We consider that two categories of users could be interested by KONTRAST
[25]. First, users we call "Readers": they will use end-user functionalities designed to
navigate through the ontological terminological glossary, using iconic and graphic
visualizations. Second, users we call "Explorers": they will use the Sparql language to
rummage through the data, searching for complex links to check a hypothesis or to
compute and quantify terminological facts. They could also use some reasoners
(Fact++, Hermit, etc.) from Protege or other platforms to perform consistency or
abstracting checking in order to advance the terminological stabilization of an
emerging field.

6 Conclusion

We have described the research context, pointing out the lack of referees in the field
of standardization and the importance of lobbies in the writing process of standards.
Then we have presented the specifications of KONTRAST which is dedicated to the
management of terminological and socio-organizational data. We have stressed the
decision to use languages such as RDF, SKOS, OWL, in order to be compliant with
Linked Data specifications. We have briefly illustrated the power of this kind of tool
by describing a use case aiming to detect influence networks. This work on standards,
related to the socio-organizational context of their production and communication,
should provide information to identify or critically assess the new technopolitics
already existing or under development in the field of security and crisis management
[3, 26, 27].
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